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PREFACE
V.Ramani, IAS

Director General

I
t is becoming increasingly difficult to maintain food security in the world with around

850 million people starving worldwide due to extreme poverty. According to recent

FAO figures, in the year 2009-10 alone, 40 million more people have been pushed into

hunger primarily due to increase in food prices.

The scenario in the developing countries is rather bleak where poor households find it

difficult, at times almost impossible, to stock any food at all. Around two billion people

lack food security intermittently due to varying degrees of poverty. Girl children and women

are the most vulnerable sections of society who get adversely affected because of this

situation.

Food security is nothing but accessibility and availability of sufficient, safe and nutritious

food to all people at all times to meet their dietary needs and food preferences. In a

country like India, where we have the largest network of Public Distribution System(PDS)

for the last 50 years, a number of difficulties still exist in providing foodgrains directly to

the beneficiaries. Many studies on the PDS have been carried out. The Planning

Commission’s evaluation of Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS) has indicated

that there is high cost of handling and 58% of the subsidized foodgrains do not reach the

intended families. It is also observed that up to 36% of the foodgrains are sold in the

black market. Plenty of food is available but the distribution of the same amongst the

poor and destitute is less than satisfactory, leading to malnutrition and starvation.

A cursory glance at the cost benefit analysis of the PDS shows that it is cheaper to give

grains free to the poor than to transport and store it.

On the basis of this study, Shri Shekhar Gaikwad, then Additional Collector, Nashik,

initiated the open distribution of foodgrains in the presence of the village community

periodically every 3 to 6 months. This was well received by the community in Nashik

district and is fast becoming popular in the other districts of the state as well. Recently

this innovation gained recognition at the state level and was chosen for the ‘Rajiv Gandhi

Administrative Award 2008’ of Maharashtra State.

The Home Delivery Scheme of Foodgrains is helping to improve the image of Government

in general and has brought 100% transparency in the delivery mechanism. While the

scheme is receiving overwhelming response from various parts of the State, it is essential

that the administrative officers, the supply staff and various stakeholders understand it

fully and correctly. Therefore, this small booklet is being published by YASHADA, a premier

institute in development administration. The Home Delivery Scheme of Foodgrains is the

first in a series of documentation of best practices in good governance that we wish to

publish. With the help of this publication, I hope the scheme will reach the maximum

number of people.

Pune (V. Ramani)

Date: 28 May 2010



About the Scheme

F
ood, Clothing and Shelter are basic human needs. However, it is difficult to say

that everybody in our country gets enough food. In spite of various efforts of

Government through a systematic planning process, the poor are deprived of the

basic necessities. Certain Government programmes are properly implemented whereas

a large number of them do not reach the beneficiaries who in turn are displeased with the

Administration.

One of the most unique of such programmes in India is the Public Distribution System

under which wheat, rice, palm-oil, sugar etc. are distributed to nearly 10.5 crore households

in the country. As per the Planning Commission’s Evaluation of Targeted Public Distribution

System (TPDS), 36% of the subsidized foodgrains are sold in the black market and 28%

of the subsidized foodgrains do not reach the families Below Poverty Line.

As Additional Collector, Nashik, I visited number of villages in the district, where people

always had grievances about the Public Distribution System. I visited many tribal hamlets

and discussed the issue of delivery of foodgrains with number of beneficiaries. During

the course of these deliberations, the need for an alternative that would ensure 100%

timely distribution of foodgrains took strong roots in my mind. Though on the one hand

people were fed up with the Fair Price Shops they did not wish for the cancellations of

their licences owing to age old ties with the operators. On the other hand they were ready

to pay for the food gains in advance if the delivery of the same was guaranteed to them.

One Time Home Delivery Scheme was therefore conceptualised after series of

deliberations with the poorest tribals of Surgana and Peth Taluka.

I proposed a pilot scheme to the State Government and in due course was granted the

permission to implement it on an experimental basis in Nashik district. Now the Scheme

is being implemented in more than 300 villages and spreading rapidly to other districts in

the State. The media also highlighted the advantage of the new Scheme. Recently,

Government of Maharashtra also acknowledged the scheme with the Rajiv Gandhi

Administrative Award 2008. As the scheme is being implemented in other parts of the

State the need for systematic efforts to disseminate the information about the scheme

has increased. Therefore, this best practice is being documented in English. The

information booklet contains the details of the Scheme, Frequently Asked Questions,

Steps involved in implementation, Formats, etc. that would prove helpful in the replication

of this model.

I dream that some day each poor household has a couple of quintals of foodgrains stored

in advance for a period of at least six months instead of lakhs of tons of foodgrains

decaying at procurement centres and warehouse godowns. This would probably make

India the most food secure country in the world in terms of availability and accessibility of

food!

(Shekhar Gaikwad)

Additional Collector and

Registrar, YASHADA
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WORLD SCENARIO

1. Around 850 million people are chronically hungry worldwide due to extreme poverty. According

to recent FAO figures, in the year 2009-10 alone 40 million more people have been pushed into

hunger primarily due to increase in food prices.

By the end of 2007, increased acreage in the cultivation of bio fuels, rise in oil prices the world

over, population explosion, climate change, loss of agriculture land to residential and industrial

development and growing consumer demand have pushed up the prices of grain.

2. UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) defines  food security as –when all people, at all

times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their

dietary needs and food preference for an active and healthy life.

3. Globally enough food is produced to feed the entire world population at a level adequate to

ensure that everyone can be free of hunger and fear of starvation. That no one should live

without enough food because of economic constraints or social inequalities is the basic goal.

This approach is often referred to as food justice and views food security as a basic human right.

It advocates fairer distribution of food, particularly grain crops, as a means of ending chronic

hunger and malnutrition. The core of the Food Justice movement is the belief that what is lacking

is not food, but the will to fairly distribute food regardless of the recipient’s ability to pay.

4. The food crisis is being called a ‘silent tsunami’ – since it is threatening over 100 million people,

including 20 million of the world’s poorest children. Rising prices for staples like rice means that

fewer people are getting the food that they need, pushing more people into poverty, and causing

violence and instability. All countries which have legislated the right to food, have involved Civil

Society Organizations, not just in local structure, but also in the national-level oversight bodies.

INDIAN SCENARIO

1. The Public Distribution System is the largest food subsidy programme in India, and perhaps in

the world. It reaches out to nearly 10.5 crore households in the country and provides subsidized

foodgrains through a network of Fair Price Shops (FPS).

2. Despite this, India continues to have one of the worst track records globally, as far as the

commitment to tackle hunger and malnutrition is concerned. The last round of the National

Family Health Survey in 2006 confirmed that the child malnutrition rate in India is 46%, almost

double that of Sub-Saharan Africa. India, the world’s second fastest growing economy, ranks

66
th

 among the 88 countries surveyed by the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI)

in the Global Hunger Index (2008), below Sudan, Nigeria and Cameroon, and slightly above

Bangladesh.

3. As per the Planning Commission’s evaluation of Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS),

28% of subsidized foodgrains do not reach the BPL families, whereas 22% reaches Above

FOOD SECURITY
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Poverty Line (APL) and 36% is sold in black. According to the study, for one rupee worth of

income transfer to the poor, the Government of India (GoI) spends Rs.3.65, indicating that one

rupee of budgetary consumer subsidy is worth only 27 paise to the poor. The implementation of

TPDS is plagued by targeting errors, prevalence of ghost cards and unidentified households.

Homeless often do not have ration cards and only 57% of the other poor households have ration

cards. FPSs are not viable; they remain in business through leakages. The key problems with

TPDS shown in the evaluation are Inadequate Storage Capacity with FCI, poor condition of the

State Food Corporations, states do not have food infrastructure, GOI quota lapses after one

month, politics in the allotment of APL quota, shopkeepers lease out their shops to contractors,

the shop does not open for more than 2-3 days in a month, ration cards being mortgaged to

ration shop owners, too may intermediaries between the shopkeeper and the FCI.

4. Keeping the above facts in mind, an alternative method of periodical one-time distribution of

foodgrains, openly before the community, either quarterly, half yearly and annually was tried in

Nashik district by Additional Collector, Shri Shekhar Gaikwad,. This scheme is, popularly called

‘Gharpoch Dhanya Yojana’, the ‘Home Delivery of Foodgrains Scheme.’

“There are people in the world so hungry,

that God cannot appear to them except

in the form of bread.”

- Mahatma Gandhi
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INTRODUCTION

Despite various efforts made by the government to ensure that the poor get foodgrains under its

Public Distribution Scheme (PDS), a number of difficulties still exist in providing the foodgrains directly

to the beneficiaries.

In the existing system foodgrains are distributed through Fair Price Shops. Every month foodgrains

are carried from Food Corporation of India (FCI) godowns to Taluka places and from Taluka godowns

distributed to the Fair Price Shops.

A pilot scheme of periodical home delivery of foodgrains was proposed by, Shekhar Gaikwad, then

Additional Collector Nashik in 2006 and received approval of Government of Maharashtra in April

2007.

NATURE OF SCHEME

This scheme proposed that beneficiaries of the PDS will get quota foodgrains of three, six and twelve

months, instead of monthly basis directly at their doorsteps. Thus grains should be distributed only

three to four times a year. Actual need of the consumers is taken into account and ration card holders

are asked to make payment in advance. The consumers are asked to be ready with the money to pay

for the required amount of foodgrains. On a date pre-decided by the administration, the amount is

collected from consumers by the Supply Officer / Village Talathi in advance. This amount collected

for the entire village is deposited in the Government treasury under the proper account head. The

place and date are fixed for distribution of foodgrains and grains are distributed to the ration card

holders before the Gramsabha, the village community. Foodgrains are distributed in the form of

standardized sacks of 50 kg each. Instead of prevailing system of distribution through Fair Price

Shops (FPS) followed by occasional inspection by Supply Officers, the scheme ensures a transparent

distribution system in front of the village community.

AMOUNT TO BE PAID

No. Scheme Maximum Grain Amount Maximum Grains Amount

for 3 months (kg) to be paid for 6 months (kg) to be paid

Wheat Rice Wheat Rice

1. Annapurna 15 15 Free 30 30 Free

2. Antyoday 50 50 250 100 100 500

3. B.P.L. 50 50 550 100 100 1100

4. A.P.L.* 50 50 825 100 100 1650

HOME DELIVERY SCHEME OF FOODGRAINS

*If the norms are changed, actual quota can vary and can be in multiple of 50 kg.
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IMPLEMENTATION

� Pilot Scheme: Initially the scheme was proposed as pilot scheme in three Talukas of Nashik

district namely Surgana (tribal), Dindori (tribal) and Niphad (non-tribal).

� Planned Programme of Distribution: The Tahsildar should prepare a detailed programme

of distribution of foodgrains considering the rainy season, cropping season, road conditions etc.

Social factors such as festivals, period during which people normally get employment, the peak

period during which the need of foodgrains is highest should also be considered. The Scheme is

expected to reach up to the hamlets with even 50 houses.

� Consent and payment in Advance: Depending on the need of foodgrains every family is

expected to give consent for the period for which the family is ready to pay money in advance.

This period has to be 3 months, 6 months or 1 year.

Ration card holders should make payment to Talathi or Supply Officer on the scheduled day.

This is for ensuring that amount of all the needy persons is collected on one day and grains are

distributed on a single day in a village. This saves lot of time while implementing Home Delivery

Scheme.

� Actual Distribution: The distribution of foodgrains in the form of 50 kg sacks is done before

villagers at a community place. Publicity is given to the programme so that other villagers also

attend and get inspiration and adopt the scheme. The distribution is done before the Gramsabha

(Community) and local representatives.

PRINCIPLES OF  THE SCHEME

� Scheme of purchase of foodgrains from FCI godown remains the same as the regular PDS.

� Transport arrangements and cost of transport from FCI godown to Tahsil godown remains

the same as PDS.

� Foodgrains from Taluka godown are not to be taken to Fair Price Shops. Instead they are

taken to a village site directly for distribution.  This transport and distribution are carried on

the same day as per pre-decided schedule.

� Transport of foodgrains is carried out either by Government vehicle or FPS vehicle, since

FPS is allowed transport rebate as per government rules.

� The distribution of foodgrains is organised at a centrally located place convenient to everyone

in the village, vasti or hamlet.

� As distribution is done in the form of sacks of 50 kg each as are standardized in godown, it

takes hardly one or two hours.

� Distribution is done before Media, NGOs, MLA, Zilla Parishad members, other Panchayatraj

functionaries and the entire village community.

� Any NGO or independent organization can inspect and verify the implementation and effects

of scheme. So also the effects on livelihood, storage methods, nutrition etc, can be studied.
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ADVANTAGES OF THE SCHEME

� One Time Distribution :

Foodgrains are distributed once in three, six months or one year. Therefore there is no necessity

to distribute foodgrains again for next 3 / 6 months / 1 year period.

� Food Security :

Traditionally farmers have been storing grains in various types of local storage devices in India.

Therefore storage of foodgrains for 6 months is not a big problem for the ration card holders.

The decentralized system of storage of foodgrain in thousands of households would ultimately

bring about food security.

� Transparency in Distribution:

Since the programme of distribution of foodgrains takes place before community, malpractices

in distribution are eliminated.

� Monitoring:

Once grains are distributed, independent agencies, NGOs can verify whether the grains are

properly utilized.

� Sustainable Scheme :

Since the new scheme reduces the expenditure on transport and guarantees 100% delivery of

foodgrains, this scheme is more sustainable.

� Cost Saving :

In the existing system, foodgrains are transported from Tahsil office to village 12 times a year.  In

the new scheme, the minimum period prescribed is 3 months and therefore the transportation is

required for maximum 4 times a year.  This saves the transport cost.

� Family’s Control :

The new scheme has become more pro-family because there is complete control of family

members over the foodgrains received.  The lady of the house has food security for longer

period and she controls the utilization of foodgrains.

� Boon to the poor :

Government is spending huge funds in tribal areas separately for fighting malnutrition in addition

to food subsidy programme. The new scheme would reduce the malnutrition and under

nourishment as well.  The foodgrains for next 3 or 6 months will give sufficient food security to

the poorest families. They can instead concentrate on their employment and welfare once the

concern of foodgrains is over.

� Foodgrains to Actual Residents :

Many a time people take ration cards only as evidence of ordinary residence, which is useful for

them for social / political reasons.  But the new scheme expects money to be deposited in

advance by actual residents and therefore foodgrains would also go to the actual residents, who

are genuine beneficiaries.

� Prohibition to Organized Black Marketing :

Every year many offences are registered against FPS for violations under Essential Commodities

Act and yet organized black marketing has not been effectively stopped. The new scheme will
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check the organized black marketing of grains because once the grains reach the consumers; it

is difficult to repurchase them.

� Increase in purchasing power:

The new scheme will help in increasing the purchasing power of the poor.

� Satisfaction to Consumers and Time Saving :

The scheme gives more satisfaction to consumers and saves their time.

� Grains to the needy:

Instead of storing grains in large quantity in Government godowns, this scheme would ensure

decentralized storage of foodgrains in thousands of households.

� Saving in Administrative costs and time:

The new scheme saves lot of time of supply staff on account of recurring activities such as filling

up of chalans, permits, bills etc. The human resources in Government can best be utilized in the

new scheme because the work load gets reduced once we shift to one time food distribution

mechanism.

PROGRESS OF THE SCHEME (Till March 2010)

Sr. Name of No. of No. of Distributed Foodgrain

No. Taluka Villages/shops Beneficiaries for 3 months (in Qtl.)

1 Nashik 9 820 820

2 Igatpuri 38 10396 10396

3 Sinnar 8 861 861

4 Dindori 24 3173 3173

5 Peth 41 3399 3399

6 Surgana 50 4578 2005

7 Niphad 4 1910 1910

8 Trimbakeshwar 36 3710 3710

9 Nandgaon 3 214 214

10 Satana 20 2380 2380

11 Chandwad 23 2396 2970

12 Kalwan 46 3272 3272

13 Devla 2 166 166

14 Yewla 1 437 339

15 Malegaon 9 1449 1449

Total 314 39161 37064
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INITIATION OF EXPERIMENT AT

VILLAGE  ALANGUN TALUKA SURGANA

Village Alangun, Taluka Surgana, is one of the remotest part of Nashik district. The tribals of this

village got the supply of foodgrains under the new scheme on 6
th

 June 2007.

The pilot project in Nashik district aimed at cutting down the pilferage, number of bogus beneficiaries

etc. As many as 76 Antodaya   ration cardholders out of 77 in Alangun took their three/six month’s

quota of foodgrains. Further 119 B.P.L. card holders out of 132 took their quota and one of the total

17 beneficiaries of the A.P.L. card holders participated in the scheme and received the grains.

The ambitious project was launched in the presence of District Collector, S. Chokkalingam, Additional

Collector, Shekhar Gaikwad, Deputy Commissioner (Supply), Prakash Thube, and MLA, J. P. Gavit .

While inaugurating the scheme Collector S. Chokkalingam said, “The customers would be getting

their quota of 3 to 12 months at a time, they will not have to worry for the supply of foodgrains for the

said period and while the administration will have a check on the distribution of the foodgrains, the

customers can take care of the foodgrain they have received.”

MLA, J. P. Gavit said,  “All these years we have been watching the tricks of FPS helplessly without

uttering a word to any one .This is the best  scheme for the poor and should be implemented

everywhere. The Scheme should be named after our village Alangun.”

Additional Collector Shekhar Gaikwad said, “After 60 years of Independence, this is the first time that

the poor from any part of the country have got freedom from the harassment of  the Fair Price

Shopkeeper and this will give food security to people.”
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1) Scheme pamphlets to be handed over to people and local

representatives

2) Asking people to be ready with money for 3/6 months grains

requirement

3) Supply Inspector and Village Revenue Officer should collect

consent letters and amount from beneficiaries (min. 60%)

4) Fill up challan on same day by deducting commission of shop

keeper

5) Decide day of distribution (within 3 days)

6) Carry foodgrains from Tahsil either by government vehicle or FPS

vehicle

7) Stack at prominent place – distribute before Gramsabha

(Community)

8) Make appropriate entries in records

9) Rebate to shop keeper

10) Communicate details to Tahsil office for record purpose

11) Give remaining food quota to FPS of the cardholders who have

not opted for Home Delivery Scheme

STEPS INVOLVED IN IMPLEMENTATION
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Q. 1. How to go about the scheme initially?

Ans. The essence of the scheme should be studied first. Then the pamphlets of the scheme should

be distributed among the villagers and the peoples’ representatives.

If 60% of the ration cardholders are ready to participate in one time delivery scheme, the letter

to that effect can be submitted by the people to Tahsildar, who is in-charge of food supply at the

block level. The specimen format for the consent letter has been given (Form No. 1).

After receipt of consent letter from villagers Tahsildar should depute Supply Inspector / village

level Revenue Officer to collect the money in advance towards the food quota. The date of

collection of money should be decided in advance so that all people gather at one place and

deposit the money. The list of ration card holders for a village should be prepared in Form No. 2

in duplicate. One list should be published at a prominent place as advance receipt towards

payment. The entire money collected should then be deposited to Government Treasury under

appropriate budget head. The commission that Fair Price Shop (FPS) gets as per government

rules should be deducted from the total money collected and be kept with Supply Inspector /

village level officer. Within 2-3 days after payment is received, the foodgrains should be

transported to the village from Taluka Godown and should be unloaded at a prominent community

place and distributed immediately to the villagers.

Q. 2. How to maintain records while distributing foodgrains for 3/6 months period, if only 60%

people participate in the scheme and remaining 40% not opting for one time distribution

scheme?

Ans. Wherever one time food delivery scheme is implemented, a register should be maintained at

the block level indicating how many villages and how many consumers in the village have opted

for one time delivery and what is the remaining number of ration cardholders of each category

of scheme to whom regular ration per month needs to be given. When a FPS comes for filling

challan at block level, his quota for the month should be calculated by deducting quota distributed

under one time delivery scheme, so that nobody is deprived of the foodgrains. This means both

the schemes can go hand-in-hand and run parallel.

Q. 3. What are the benefits of One Time Food Delivery Scheme?

Ans. Following important benefits of the scheme are noticed :

� One Time Distribution: Foodgrains are distributed once in 3/6 months or 1 year. Therefore

there is no necessity to distribute foodgrains again for next 3/6 months or 1 year.

� Monitoring: Once grains are distributed in a village, independent agencies, NGOs can verify

whether the grains are properly utilized thereby making monitoring easier.

� Sustainable Scheme: Since the new scheme reduces the expenditure on transport and

guarantees the delivery of foodgrains in a transparent manner, the scheme is more sustainable.

� Family Control: The new scheme has become more pro-family because there is complete

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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control of family members over the foodgrains received in bulk quantity as against monthly

purchase by need of the family.

� Foodgrains to actual residents: Many a time people take ration cards as evidence of

ordinary residence, which is useful for them for social, political reasons.  But in the new

scheme money has to deposit by actual residents and therefore foodgrains are given to the

actual needy residents.

Q. 4. Many people in our villages work as agriculture labourers in vine yards and sugarcane

farms and migrate from October onwards to the adjoining Talukas. Is the scheme beneficial

to them?

Ans. In the existing scheme of PDS normally the foodgrains are given at the place of ordinary residence.

System also takes care of migrant workers but the procedure prescribed is cumbersome and

tedious. The ration cardholder is expected to apply for cancellation of ration card / for reducing

certain names of migrant family members and expected to carry No Objection Certificate to the

place of destination.

However, in Home Delivery Scheme once the grains are taken at the place of ordinary residence,

families can migrate and still secure their needs and overcome food insecurity issue.

Q. 5. Has the work load of Government and people reduced because of one time delivery

scheme? If yes, how?

Ans. Yes. The overall workload of administrative machinery has definitely reduced. Mainly because

the procedure involved in home delivery scheme is very easy and simple :

� Distribution takes place within 1-2 hours, as the grains are distributed in the form of sacks of

50 kg.

� Normally each block has 125-150 villages and villagers participate in the scheme on the

basis of consensus. Therefore it takes time for the ration cardholders to unite, have consensus,

collect money in advance, take delivery of foodgrains etc. Therefore, whenever scheme gets

started in a block, initially few villages participate and the number goes on increasing lateron.

Because of this staggered scheme of distribution, all villages can be covered one after another

and no additional food quota is required in large quantity.

� The supervision on the scheme has become effective because in every village Tahsildar /

Supply Inspector can remain present for distribution, since in a year one has to attend

distribution in a village once in 3/6 months.

� The new scheme has completely eliminated the process of frequenting the FPS.

� FPS Commission as per Government rule has been kept intact. Therefore, FPS cannot have

grievances about the new scheme. The new scheme has put the greatest check on organized

black marketing of foodgrains because once the grains reach the consumers; it is difficult,

uneconomical and almost impossible to repurchase the grains already distributed.

Q. 6. Will the consumer sell the grains received in open market?

Ans. Even after 60 years of independence we have not been successful in providing 100% foodgrains

on monthly basis to all households. Diversion to the extent of 40-60% of the grains has been

detected under the Public Distribution Scheme. On this background, if we can ensure 100%
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delivery of foodgrains, there is no point in worrying about what happens thereafter. Utilisation of

the same is the sole concern of the concerned family.

Q.7. Once the grains are distributed, will the consumer be able to store them?

Ans. Traditionally farmers have been storing foodgrains in different types of containers. Women

especially take utmost care of the foodgrains just as much they take of their children. However,

similar care cannot be taken of the foodgrains stored in government godowns. Therefore, instead

of millions of tons of foodgrains lying in open fields at procurement centres, FCI godowns,

Railway Stations etc., one quintal each stored in each household in a decentralized manner can

give food security to millions of families.

Q.8. What is the benefit of the scheme to the remote areas?

Ans. Hundreds of villages especially in the Western Ghats are not accessible by roads.  People have

to travel distances of 15-20 kms., mostly on foot, to reach a market place. One time food delivery

scheme is in fact most useful for such remote areas.

Q.9. If the male member of the family is addicted to liquor wont the grains be sold in open

market?

Ans. In Nashik district, the scheme has been implemented in more than 200 tribal villages. In these

villages it is observed that the entire control of foodgrains is shifted from male head to the

women folk after the introduction of one time food delivery scheme.

Q.10. Once the foodgrains are distributed under one time home delivery scheme will the FPS

keeper or anybody on his behalf collect the grains and sell in the open market?

Ans. It is highly impossible to collect already distributed foodgrains from each household because of

the complex socio-political, religious and ethical values of the society. Further, it is uneconomical

to do so. At least it requires Rs.220 per quintal expenditure to collect and carry the foodgrains

from village to a district place. That is why the Home Delivery Scheme has become popular

among the ration cardholders.

Q.11. What is the net additional expenditure involved to implement the scheme in a district?

Ans. In fact, the government has no additional financial burden while implementing home delivery

scheme. At least 10-15% of the foodgrains are saved mainly on account of ghost cards - ration

cards in the name of fictitious / non-existent families and farmers who do not take foodgrains on

ration cards.In traditional delivery mechanism, the foodgrains were carried every month to 1000-

1200 villages in a district, 12 times a year. In the new scheme the transport expenditure would

be substantially reduced because of one time distribution every 3/6 months. It is estimated that

on an average 2-2.5 crores rupees per district would be saved on account of transport charges

and approximately 2 crores would be saved because of reduced foodgrain requirement.

Q.12. As per Home Delivery Scheme, the ration cardholders have to pay for 3-6 months

foodgrains at one time. If some people do not have this much of money required to be

paid, what should they do?

Ans. In fact, one time home delivery scheme is purely optional. This is an innovative scheme and has

been evolved as an alternative mechanism to existing delivery mechanism because of the ills

that plague the existing PDS. The people who do not participate in home delivery scheme

would continue getting foodgrains through FPS.
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Q.13. Is it not possible to implement home delivery scheme if only 10-20% ration card holders

participate in it?

Ans. The scheme can be implemented but it would not be effective because it does not reduce

substantially the administrative burden. So also it would be impossible for the administration to

keep 100% transparency over distribution, if majority of the consumers are not participating.

Q.14. In the existing scheme the empty gunny bags remain with the shop keeper after

distribution. In the Home Delivery Scheme, foodgrains are distributed in sacks. Can the

empty gunny bags be kept by the ration cardholder?

Ans. Yes. This has been welcomed in tribal areas as they are getting at least 2-4 empty gunny bags

in addition to the food-grains. This has been pointed by the tribal people themselves as the

additional benefit of the scheme.

Q.15. We want to implement Home Delivery Scheme of Food Distribution in our village. Few of

us met the Tahsildar and he told us that more food quota would be required. Is it true?

Ans. No additional food quota is required and scheme of home delivery can be implemented with the

normal supplies at a block level. This is because of staggered programme of distribution spread

over entire year. Since, scheme expects consent of the people and advance payment as a pre-

requisite it takes time to cover all the villages in a block immediately as per the new scheme. If

any village is given foodgrains under one time home delivery scheme, then the grains are not

required to be distributed for next few months. By that time, more number of villages can be

covered. Slowly and steadily every village can be covered as per the new scheme without much

burden on food stock.

Q.16. How is the image of Government improved because of Home Delivery Scheme of

Foodgrains?

Ans. The ills of the present PDS are well-known and well documented. Plenty of food is available but

the distribution of the same amongst the poor is scarce and non-existent leading to malnutrition,

starvation and other problems. It is calculated that it is cheaper to give grain away free to the

poor than to transport and store them. In contrast to this scenario, the Home Delivery Food-

grain Scheme has helped improve the image of government because of following striking features:

� Foodgrains are distributed in front of villagers, media and local representatives thereby making

the distribution system transparent.

� Whenever foodgrains are distributed under Home Delivery Scheme the allegations against

the government machinery have stopped.

� New scheme has checked the organized black marketing of foodgrains completely.

� The new scheme is cost-effective and has given satisfaction to consumers.

� Wherever the scheme has been implemented, it has become sustainable also. People do

not want to revert back to the traditional system of distribution through FPS.

� The scheme has put a check on many loop holes in the existing PDS.
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To,

Tahsildar _________

Subject: Participation in One Time Home Delivery Scheme of Foodgrains.

Respected Sir,

We are the residents of village____________ Taluka______________ and we have ration

cards on our name under Public Distribution System.

As per government norms each of the family normally receives _____ kg wheat and _____ kg

rice per month. For 3/6/12 months period we can get _____ kg of wheat and _____ kg of rice.

However, on the basis of our actual need kindly sanction one time food quota for 3/6/12

months period for which amount of Rs. __________/- (in

words___________________________) is being paid in advance.

1) Signature 2) Signature

Schedule – A

Date :    /    /2010

Name of Village : ________________ Name of Taluka : ________________________

Name of Scheme : ______________ Rate: Wheat ____________ Rice___________

Sr. Name of Ration Demand for 3/6/12 Amount Signature Signature

No. Beneficiaries Card No Months (kg) Paid for for

Payment receipt

of grains

1.

2.

3.

4.

Wheat Rice Total

FORMATS FOR THE SCHEME

Form I

(Application for Participation in the Scheme)
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Government Godown

Date :   /   / 2010

To,

_______________(Village Level Worker)

Subject : Distribution of Foodgrains under Home Delivery Scheme.

With reference to the above subject, the ration card holders of village_________ Taluka______

have paid the requisite amount towards one time home delivery of foodgrains as per the list

attached. Now therefore it is essential to give and distribute the foodgrains to the ration card

holders as per the details below :

Sr. Scheme No. of ration Foodgrains to be distributed (Qtl)

No. card holders

1. Annapurna

2. Antodaya

3. B. P. L.

4. A. P. L.

Total

Therefore, it is hereby instructed that you as representative of the government take the delivery

of above foodgrains and transport the same in government vehicle No._________________ /

FPS Vehicle No. _________________ and distribute to ration card holders before Gram Sabha,

the Village Community, NGOs and Vigilance Committee Members etc. Kindly distribute the

foodgrains only to those who have deposited the money in advance. Necessary entries on

ration cards and the receipts etc., should be taken as per government orders. Once the distribu-

tion of foodgrains is over, the commission of distribution be paid to fair price shop keeper as per

the norms. Kindly send the compliance report of distribution of food-grains.

Tahsildar________

Receipt : Received_________ quintal of foodgrains from government godown _____________

for distribution under Home Delivery Scheme.

Date: Village Level Worker

Time:

Form II

(Letter to be addressed to village level worker / Supply Inspector)
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Form III

(Certificate of Distribution of Food-grains)

It is hereby certified that we have received _________ quintal of foodgrains under BPL / APL

/ Antyoday / Annpurna Scheme for open distribution under home delivery scheme. The said

foodgrains are distributed to the beneficiaries in front of community and the list of beneficia-

ries is hereby attached. It is also certified that actual beneficiaries who paid money in ad-

vance have been given the foodgrains under Home Delivery Scheme. There is no complaint

regarding procedure of distribution.

Sr. Designation of important Name Signature

No. people present at the

time of distribution

1. Sarpanch

2. Police Patil

3. Village Level Worker

4. Gram Sevak

5. Supply Inspector

6. Vigilance Committee Members (1)

7. Vigilance Committee Members (2)

8. Vigilance Committee Members (3)

9. Vigilance Committee Members (4)

10. Vigilance Committee Members (5)

Copy to: Tahsildar _______
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People's Overwhelming Response

HOW MUCH OF FOOD-GRAINS!

We just can not believe that the Fare Shop Keeper was being given so much of foodgrains

in our name. For the first time after independence we have seen so many food bags at one

place…

- The women of Village Alangun, Taluka Surgana, District Nashik

DO NOT ASK US TO GO TO FAIR PRICE SHOP AGAIN!

Fair Price Shop Keeper was never bringing foodgrains on time in our village. Traditionally

his family was heading our village. We the women of Self Help Group came together and

participated in Home Delivery Scheme twice. Now do not ask us to go again to Fair Price

Shop…

- Self Help Group of Village Tiradshet, Nashik

PROPER UTILIZATION OF MONEY!

The moment we women received money from wages of work of Employment Guarantee

Scheme, what we did first was to pay money in advance for Home Delivery Scheme…

-Women of Village Vijapada, Taluka Trimbakeshwar, District Nashik

SOCIAL JUSTICE TO PEOPLE!

The Home Delivery Scheme is definitely going to arrest organized black marketing of food-

grains. The scheme must be started in all tribal blocks. The traditional scheme of PDS was

causing lot of injustice to true beneficiaries. In addition, the foodgrains were not reaching to

many villages thereby depriving the people. The new scheme is going to give a right of

purchase of foodgrains to people and will ultimately help in elimination of injustice…

- Manoj Ghonge, Zilla Parishad Member, Peth

CONGRATULATIONS!

It is very difficult to maintain diverse interest of people in society. Besides society and people

have complex relationship with each other and the system tries to usurp downtrodden people.

In spite of these situations, starting a good scheme like Home Delivery Scheme of Nashik is

highly innovative and the Nashik District Administration have set a good example by starting

this scheme…

- Adv. K. G. Kulkarni, Nashik

DECISIONS SHOULD BE WELCOMED!

Implementation of Home Delivery Scheme of foodgrains infact means real democracy

reaching to the poor. For the common man, needy, dalit and adivasi and for backward classes

this scheme is going to be beneficial and the scheme should be welcomed by everybody…

- Prof. Ayub Shah, Yewala
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BLACK MARKETING WILL STOP!

The scheme of Home Delivery of Foodgrains initiated by Government in the remote and

inaccessible tribal areas is highly beneficial and it will stop the organized black marketing of

food-grains. However, there has to be coordination among government officers and staff to

make the scheme successful…

- Mohan Gangurde, Surgana

SCHEME WILL BENEFIT PEOPLE!

Many a times foodgrains are issued by Government to FPS, however, they does not reach

the people. Through the Home Delivery Scheme, It can definitely reach people. People

have been troubled because of modes operandi of FPS Keeper and people are fade up to

frequent the shops…

 - Sitaram Jadhav, Chas

WILL CHANGE THE WHIMPS OF FPS!

Most of the time FPS are closed. The FPS keepers have their whims and there is nobody to

control them. The Home Delivery Scheme is definitely going to change the whimsical attitude

of FPS. That is why everybody should welcome the scheme by heart!…

- Anil Amrutkar, Kalwan

SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT!

In fact, every ration cardholder has a basic right to the subsidized ration. Home Delivery

Scheme has ensured delivery of ration to actual needy persons instead of it being sold in

black market. This scheme therefore needs to be implemented effectively and transparently…

- Muktar Kureshi, Malegaon
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Appreciation

by Media
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>> ADC Shekhar Gaikwad, redefining PDS system
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MAHARASHTRA GOVERNMENT

No. SVP/11306/485/CR-2573/CS-28

Food, Civil Supplies and Consumers

Protection Department

Mantralaya, Mumbai 400 032

Date : 27 April 2010

To,

Additional Collector,

Collectorate,

Dist. – Nashik

Subject: Home Delivery Scheme 3-6 Months One Time Delivery of Food-grains.

Reference: Your letter : Supply/Desk/8(1)/239/2006 dated 15.07.2006.

In response to above mentioned subject, Government hereby gives in principle approval

to the scheme. Kindly submit evaluation report of the scheme at the earliest.

Sd/-

(Bharat Suryavanshi)

Desk Officer

Food, Civil Supplies and Consumers

Protection Department

Approval

of GoM
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Recognition

of GoM

Rajiv Gandhi Administrative Award (2008) being presented at the hands of Chief Minister,

Maharashtra.






